
Roman Military

Chart 5-2

Explanation
The classical Roman legion depicted on chart - was invented at the end of the second

century B.C. by Rome’s military genius Gaius Marius, uncle by marriage of the great Julius
Caesar. This amazingly effective arrangement of soldiers in battle supplanted an older legion
formation that had been used for the two preceding centuries. The legion was an extremely
flexible tactical structure that enabled Roman soldiers to confront vastly superior numbers
of enemy forces, absorbing the impact of enemy formations through the use of space and
balanced placement of personnel. Due to the power of the legion, Rome conquered the
Mediterranean world and large tracts of its hinterland in Europe, Asia, and Africa.

A full legion was comprised of six thousand soldiers, organized into ten cohorts, each of six
hundred men. The cohorts were divided into six centuries of one hundred men each (cen-
turions). The legionnaires within each century were also stationed in three lines, the famous
Roman triple battle line or tres acies, with an interval of approximately a meter between
individuals. The second line was staggered by half a meter so as to fill the meter interval of
the first line. The triple line arrangement was repeated as the ten cohorts were themselves
stationed in three lines, with large intervals between them, as indicated on the chart. The
third line, consisting of cohorts VIII, IX, and X, was considered a reserve that could be
moved as needed to fill cohort intervals or extend the battle line in a flanking maneuver.
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